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Two fouls still put Horford on bench

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

11:09 p.m. Monday, December 6, 2010 

ORLANDO -- Hawks coach Larry Drew insists there will come a time when center Al Horford is called 

for two fouls before halftime and Drew doesn't take him out of the game.

It hasn't happened yet, though. The latest example came during Atlanta's 89-77 loss at Miami Saturday, 

when Horford sat the final 6:28 of the second quarter after he picked up his second foul.

Horford ended up playing just 31 minutes and finished with 22 points and nine rebounds -- and only four 

fouls. It followed a familiar pattern: Horford, Atlanta's most consistent player, has a productive game 

despite fewer minutes because of two early fouls.

“I was OK with it," Horford said. "Obviously it’s frustrating because you want to be out there but I 

understand Coach’s philosophy behind it.”

Drew said it's subject to change.

"It depends," he said. "Sometimes [it depends on] the flow of the game, if a guy is in a real good rhythm."

Wilkins catching up

The Hawks were off Sunday but swingman Damien Wilkins, who signed Friday, hit the court for some 

extra practice to get acclimated to the offense.

Drew said Wilkins can defend shooting guards, small forwards and power forwards depending on 

matchups.

"I told him, ‘Don't worry about the scoring part, I want you to become a pitbull defensively,'" Drew said. 

"That's what I see us needing more than anything in Joe [Johnson's] absence, because to me Joe 

defensively had started to do well."

No Joe, still good

Magic coach Stan Van Gundy said he wasn't surprised the Hawks won their first two games and 

competed at Miami without Johnson, who had elbow surgery last week.

"They've got good players," he said. "Al Horford is an All-Star. Josh Smith is either an All-Star or very, 

very close. [Jamal] Crawford is probably the best offensive sixth man.
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"They play a little different without Joe Johnson. They miss his scoring but the ball moves a little more. 

They are not as much of an isolation team without him. They are still very formidable."

MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM
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